VIRTUAL BIG QUIZ
Our Virtual Big Quiz is a fantastic way to provide your remote working teams with
entertainment and engagement, helping to stay connected with fun, fast-paced Big
Quiz challenges. Delivered through our exclusive app-based platform, create your own
completely branded and totally bespoke Quiz games for your team.
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Our Virtual Big Quiz Live App is completely flexible and
adaptable, allowing us to create a truly bespoke platform
that fits your corporate brand and includes your company
logos and imagery, delivering a highly personalised, unique
experience for your remote workers to enjoy and compete
in across the entire business. The content of the Quizzes is
also completely customizable – from photo and video
tasks, through to timed missions and company-specific
challenges, and of course the more traditional multiple
choice and written answer style questions. With the
opportunity to run multiple quiz challenges on a daily,
weekly or monthly basis, the Virtual Big Quiz really delivers
a wonderful platform to recognise, reward and re-connect
with your remote workers.
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Branded quiz
application
Bespoke quiz rounds
Real-time
leader boards
In-game company
corporate messages
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Bespoke Branding and Unique Features

Using our exclusive Virtual Big Quiz App, your remote
working team members around the country can download
your very own, tailor-made company quiz challenge,
playing and competing with their colleagues from their
own home or remote working environment. With a the
huge variety of quiz rounds and virtual challenges, players
can even include their families in all the fun and games,
working together to rack up points, aiming to finish in top
position in your company-wide live leader board. With new
Quiz Rounds available every week, our Virtual Big Quiz is a
brilliant way for you to stay connected and re-energise
your remote working teams.
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Your Bespoke Virtual Team Quiz

20 - unlimited

1-2 hours

Competitive

